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The New Women’s Labor History

Eileen Boris, special issue editor

Leon Fink, Julie Greene, Joan Sangster 
and Mercedes Steedman, special issue coeditors

volume 3, issue 3

This special issue of Labor offers the newest 
scholarship in the field of women’s labor 
history. The product of a spirited international 
conference at the University of Toronto in 2005, 
this issue suggests new directions for labor 
history—ones that address the study of 
gendered bodies at the intersections of politics 
of class, race, and citizenship. 

The issue includes a “keynote” theoretical 
essay on class, gender, and consumerism by 
labor historian Alice Kessler-Harris. Other 
essays address both new and reinterpreted 
topics, such as indigenous women’s labors; 
flight attendant unionism; and the origins of 
the civil rights movement in African American 
women’s job struggles during World War II.
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